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Season 36 - Issue 11 screening 25.2.16 

Spain   1973   97 minutes  

UK release 10 October 1974 
Cert AA original release - now PG 
 
Director: Víctor Erice 
Screenplay:  Víctor Erice, Ángel Fernández Santos and  
  Francisco J. Querejeta 
Director of Photography: Luis Cuadrado 
Music: Luis de Pablo 
 

Cast 
Fernando Fernán Gómez as Fernando 
Teresa Gimpera as Teresa 
Ana Torrent as Ana 
Isabel Tellería as Isabel 
Ketty de la Cámara as Milagros, la criada 
Estanis González as Guardia civil 
José Villasante as The Frankenstein Monster 
Juan Margallo as The Fugitive 
Laly Soldevila as Doña Lucía, the teacher 
Miguel Picazo as the Doctor 
 
Tonight's film was for many years a staple of film society lists, so it rather surprised me when we checked 
the listing of films screened by WNCC that we found no record of the club having previously shown the film. 
 
Since the club moved from showing titles as 16mm films to blu-ray discs, tonight's disc has proved to be the  
most difficult to find.  The distributor has traditionally offered us the choice of sourcing our own copy or 
paying extra to lend theirs, with the latter being the more expensive option.  However this time even the 
distributor did not have a copy!  Thankfully after a lot of internet searching we were able to buy one – I was 
fearful at one point that we would have to dust off our old projector and have a”film” evening again! 
 
Those who haven't seen it since the '70s may find themselves amazed all over again by its lyrical potency 
and grace; those who have never seen it may wonder how it can be that a film this great isn't shown 
somewhere all the time.  Such a feeling may be heightened as the disc is made from a new print so pristine 
that the age of the film is forgotten, as it sweeps you into its quiet world. 

 
Filmed in 1973 under the Franco regime, The Spirit of the Beehive is a 
deceptively lyrical tale of idyllic childhood memories and a disturbing 
portrait of isolation. 
 
The four main characters each have a first name identical to that of the 
actor/actress playing them. This is because Ana, at her young age of 
seven at the time of filming was confused by the on- and off-screen 
naming. Erice simply changed the script to adopt the actors names for 
the characters. 
 
Víctor Erice wrote of his choice of title: "The title really is not mine. It is 

taken from a book, in my opinion the most beautiful thing ever written about the life of bees, written by the 
great poet and playwright Maurice Maeterlinck. In that work, Maeterlinck uses the expression 'The Spirit of 
the Beehive' to name the powerful, enigmatic and paradoxical force that the bees seem to obey, and that 
the reason of man has never come to understand." 



 Derek Malcolm wrote the following in 'The Guardian', September 16, 1999. 

'I once showed a dozen or so classic non-American films to students at the Royal College of Art. To 
my surprise, despite the fact that the list included the work of such world-renowned directors as Luis 
Buñuel, Satyajit Ray and Kenji Mizoguchi, the film they fell in love with was Victor Erice's 'El espíritu 
de la colmena/The Spirit of the Beehive'.  They rightly thought it close to magic.  It is one of the most 
beautiful and arresting films ever made in Spain, or anywhere in the past 25 years or so. […] The 
film is cloaked in quiet and sadness, through which its children move almost as if in a dream world of 
their own.  It is brilliantly shot by the great Luís Cuadrado in atmospherically muted colors: the series 
of dissolves with which he denotes the passing of time outside the makeshift cinema where the 
children see 'Frankenstein' provides one stunning sequence, but there are many.  Few know that 
Cuadrado was going blind at the time, which makes his work all the more remarkable.' 

In terms of the filming of the scenes an assistant would take Polaroids of the scenes and Cuadrado would 
direct the lighting by looking through a magnifying glass at these pictures.  Cuadrado, who had a brain 
tumor, committed suicide in January 1980. 

Ana Torrent, the six-year-old star, remains haunted by the role that made her a Spanish icon.  In 2003, on 
the thirtieth anniversary of The Spirit of the Beehive’s release, she posed for the poster for the San 
Sebastián Film Festival.  Re-creating a scene she had shot so many years before, she stood solemn faced 
on the railway tracks. 

Early versions of the script are both more explicit and more 
political than the final film.  Originally, the story had a frame 
narrative in which the adult Ana explained in voice-over the 
mysteries that she could not fathom as a child.  Likewise, the 
opening sequence, which is now limited to the arrival of the 
traveling cinema in the village, was at first intended to include 
shots of abandoned cannons and battered army boots, a clear 
reference to the tragedy of the civil war.  The question of how 
political The Spirit of the Beehive is has been hotly debated 
since the film’s premiere, when leftist critics attacked its lack of 
overt commentary.  Yet to equate Franco and Frankenstein as twin masters of horror is too crude.  By 
focusing not on national conflict but on domestic distress, what one reviewer called "the war behind the 
window," Erice gives a much more subtle and moving take on the historical trauma suffered by Spain in the 
twentieth century. 

On the surface, The Spirit Of The Beehive is about a family which attempts to cope with the aftermath of 
the Spanish Civil War.  It bears mentioning that the fact that this film even dares to address that conflict in 
such a direct manner suggests that, two years before Franco's death, the tight censorship regime in Spain 
was slowly but surely loosening its grip of the domestic film industry. 
 
In researching the film I found the vast majority of reviewers enthused over the lyrical nature of the film and 
there were many references to scenes in the film having veiled political content. 
 
Indeed I found myself sympathising with the famed critic Roger Ebert who stated in his review of the film 
“when critics grow specific in spelling out the parallels they see, I feel like I’m reading term papers. “ 
 
Expressively played by its two young leads, it's a work which memorably captures a child's perspective on 
the mysteries of everyday life. 
 
Iain McGlashan 

The printing of the notes by Repropoint is undertaken free of charge 

 

 

15 Poole Road  
Woking 

 Tel: 01483 596280 



I know that asking you to make suggestions as to films for the next season can be 
difficult if you do not know the titles available so hope the following list of new film 
titles available to film clubs from Cinema For All* is helpful. 
 
(*previously the BFFS) The list is by order of the date clubs can screen the film (see last column) 

 

 

The Cinema For All Booking Scheme features over 700 films, representing some of the very best 
of world cinema, British films, independent features, documentaries and crossover titles.  The 
catalogue runs to 24 pages! 

Most titles are available for just £85 per screening with no hidden fees or VAT. Titles marked 
“MPLC” are offered on a screen-from-your-own-copy, commercial basis with a minimum guarantee 
of just £85 (no VAT). 



Reactions to: Love Is Strange 

Score  0 1 2 3 4 5 6   7 8   9  10 

   ~ ~ ~ ~ 9 2 11 10 7 4 ~ 
Total received – 43    Average Score – 6.37 
Your Comments 
A beautiful story of human relationships – the music helped!  Too slow! 
Very moving and well acted – loved the piano accompaniment  Lovely music 
Lovely music – strangely moving film      A gentle film – lovely music 
A lovely film - a real feel of New York     A lovely gentle film 
A sad story sensitively told – excellent acting    The title says it all - unfortunately 
Beautiful film – gentle but poignant storyline   Beautiful film – great club (visitor!)  
Beautiful gentle story.  Very well acted and directed   A beautiful film, sensitively made 
A little depressing but the cast is good    Strangely unsatisfying  
Sound not very clear – didn't think it was the accents  Why did they not have any savings? 
Did not understand the boy's emotions at the end    
Human stories – lovely – shame about abrupt ending? 
So what happened next?  Went home feeling sad (about life in general) 
Didn't realise housing is such a problem in States – sound quality not good – couldn't understand much of 
what was said 
Was there a piece missing of the film?  What did he die of and how?  Disappointing to not know this! 
Slightly concerned that I dozed off while Ben died and his funeral was held, but a fine film nonetheless 
From Ben walking down the subway stairs there were unclear elements which I consider rather unfair to 
the preceding drama which I'd enjoyed.  Better editing of the story may have resolved the following: 

a) How did he die (fall? Joey mentioned him having saved the painting mid fall Or was it his heart?); 

b) Presume that Ben never saw the flat hence the “I struck lucky” line?;  
c) Why no funeral scene - that could have closed the fractious husband/wife story and told us why the 

French books were taken; 

d) At the end, when nephew Joey was waiting for George, he had a skateboard in hand but there was 
no sign of Ben's final painting that he later gave to George in the apartment?!   

e) Why did Joey cry on the stairs? 

f) Was the girl Joey “set off into the sunset with” the one he'd met on holiday and hoped to see again?  

Position Film Average Score 

1st Testament of Youth 8.25 

2nd Selma 8.03 

3rd Belle 8.00 
4th The Theory of Everything 7.84 
5th Le Clan des Sicilian 7.27 
6th Rebel Without a Cause 7.16 
7th Get Santa 6.8 

8th Dallas Buyers Club 6.5 

9th Love is Strange  6.37 

10th The Band's Visit 5.88 
 

Our next film 

Thursday 10 March 2016 
   

“This portrayal of the unlikely 1980s alliance between 
London gay-rights activists and striking Welsh miners is, 
quite simply, one of the best movies of the year so far.” 
 
“A film that deals with serious matters but does so in a way 
that makes it an irresistible crowd-pleaser.” 


